
Kathleen Wood has spent over 20 years developing highly effective systems
designed to achieve growth, operational improvement/alignment that enhances
people, performance, and profits. Her B.O.L.D. Leadership platform has been
embraced and applied to Fortune 100 companies, entrepreneurs, non-profits,
start-ups, and turnarounds.
She reveals compelling, practical, and revolutionary solutions she developed while
in the
trenches that accelerate what organizations can achieve with B.O.L.D.
Leadership.
She not only consults others on B.O.L.D.leadership, she lives it herself day in and
day out. She knows how it feels to get fired up every day to go win in a dynamic
marketplace! She is the co-Founder of Suzy’s Swirl, a family-owned
dessert business dedicated to re-igniting the American Dream and disrupting
franchising
through their innovative “famchise” model.

Testimonials

Kathleen Wood

“Ask a colleague about Kathleen and the words that are quickly used to describe
her are smart, dynamic, energetic, creative, tireless, inspirational, generous,
amazing, real, talented and very funny. She is all of that and more! I frequently
share stories about how Kathleen helped me from the very beginning to shape
the vision for our People Report consortium, and to build it into the resource
that it is today for the service sector workforce, and the food service industry.
Her advice, encouragement, and unfailing belief in our work was a constant that
made the difference on many occasions. As the closing keynote speaker for our
workforce symposium, Kathleen introduced her book, The Best Shift of Your Life,
to a raptly attentive audience who laughed, cried and took furious notes and
then gave her a standing ovation! Joni Doolin CEO & Founder TDn2K 

- Joni Doolin CEO & Founder TDn2K.

“Kathleen Wood’s practical systems - truly inspire, motivate and support
managers in achieving their success in and out of the restaurant and I have seen
her impact in my organization first-hand over the past decade she has worked
with us.” Todd Graves CEO & Founder Raising Canes 

- CEO & Founder Raising Canes.
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